Vault: Revolutionizing Digital
Evidence Management
Unmatched Security and Unlimited Potential
Vault by ImageSoft is a state-of-the-art Digital Evidence Management system
designed to make handling evidence simple. Say “goodbye” to clunky case files,
DVDs, and flash drives, and say “hello” to Cloud data hosting in a centralized
database with 24/7 access capabilities.
Though utilized by all Justice System personnel, Vault is specifically beneficial for
Clerks, Prosecutors, and Judges. Vault makes it easier than ever to upload, store,
normalize, share, and playback evidence in a variety of formats. From documents,
photos, and public videos to CCTV footage and cellphone data exports, Vault can
handle files large and small.

5 Steps to Seamless Evidence Management
Vault is built upon world-class Enterprise Content Management (ECM) technology
that is scalable to any size enterprise and can be deployed as a complete Cloud
solution. Installation is fast and IT resources are freed up to focus on other areas.
We offer complete Digital Evidence Management in 5 simple steps.

Upload Multimedia Files from Any Device
Vault’s benefits come into play even before any files reach the server. Using nearly
any device, all authorized parties can upload multimedia file types in minutes.
Not only does this make the process a single step, but it also dramatically
improves accessibility and convenience for uploaders. Vault is capable of
uploading and storing files large and small, including cell phone data exports,
video, audio, images, scanned documents, and more. With 24/7 platform access,
evidence can be uploaded anytime, anywhere.

Normalize Files into Consumable Formats
Video and audio recordings often require an account or a special device for
playback. Vault can normalize several of the most popular formats (CCTV footage,
doorbell cams, bodycam footage, and more) into files that can be played from
nearly any device. These normalized videos are viewable directly from Vault,

Vault Product Overview

Vault Features and
Facts
• 24/7 Accessibility
• Automatic Audit Trials
• Native File Normalization
• Seamless Playback
• Hosted on Microsoft Azure
Government Cloud
• In-Platform Communication
• Simple Integrations and
Implementation
• Intuitive Uploading

without the need for any locally installed applications or viewers. Once evidence is
shared, all parties have access to easily view the same content directly from Vault.

Manage Files for Ease of Organization
Once files are uploaded and normalized, they can be reviewed and approved before
adding them to an evidence file. Store your data in the secure Microsoft Azure
Government Cloud and integrate with new or existing Case Management Systems.
All authorized parties will have 24/7 access to the cloud with filtering and search
options to easily look back into your file library. Reference old evidence files as
needed and keep all evidence notes stored in one of the most secure clouds in the
world.

Securely Share Encrypted Files
When it comes to sharing evidence files, legacy processes haven’t been the
easiest. With Vault the Prosecutor and the Court manage the case file and provide
access to evidence to outside parties with a full audit trail. In-platform sharing
uses government-grade encryption to ensure a compliant and secure transfer of
knowledge. Every time a file is edited, viewed, or shared, automatic audit trails
are recorded. Vault maintains a comprehensive evidence audit log through builtin processes, so you can worry about building your case rather than auditing all
interactions with evidence.

Playback From Any Device
Finally, Vault takes the guesswork out of playback. Often times, a court trial not
using Digital Evidence Management tools struggle to display key exhibits in court.
There is a vast arrange of media, many of which require specific tools and players.
Vault allows you to display exhibits from most devices so you don’t need to wheel in
the TV cart with a VHS player. Trials run more smoothly, and your files are far less
likely to get destroyed than a box of CDs.

Vault in the Justice System
When designing Vault, ImageSoft wanted to ensure that it was useful for personnel
throughout the Justice System rather than focusing on one specific job role. As
such, Vault has features that can benefit a range of staff both in and out of the
courtroom.
• Clerks: With Vault, there’s no need to push paperwork or check evidence in and
out. Automatic audit trails track each file, freeing clerks up for more impactful
tasks.
• Prosecutors: Discovery has never been easier thanks to Vault’s instant uploads,
secure sharing options, and seamless playback. Prosecutors can build their
case more efficiently and are not limited by the media formats allowed in the
courtroom.
• Judges: Vault compiles all evidence into a single platform that can be reviewed
and accessed 24/7. Judges can easily review any uploaded evidence, approve
or deny evidence submissions, and review evidence audit log reports.

Vault is a product created by ImageSoft, more information can be found at:
www.demvault.com or www.imagesoftinc.com

